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Abstract : A fault-tolerant dynamically-reconfigurable SEC-DED RAM system
with a built-in Self-Testing-And-Repairing ‘STAR’ engine is presented and
analysed. The STAR engine with a single reconfiguration unit provides on-line
fault detection, correction, and repair of the memory system without destroying
useful data stored in memory. The system utilizes a hardware parallel comparator
array for providing rapid processing of incoming address stream without degrading
the original memory access time. The flexible STAR architecture and the low
hardware overhead enables utilization of the proposed approach in VLSI memory
chips as well as in WSI and large memory modules. Computer analysis of the
presented system show significant reliability and system life-time enhancement
over conventional and SEC-DED RAMs.
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1.    Introduction

So far, several fault-tolerant techniques have been proposed to enhance the memory
system reliability. While the majority of these techniques are based on error correction,
some implement dynamic memory reconfiguration where blocks of redundant memory
arrays, sub-arrays, array-partitions, or word/bit-lines are switched-in to replace defective
circuit elements. However, most dynamic reconfiguration approaches introduce a heavy
hardware overhead into the memory chip /module which consequently impacts the overall
memory reliability and increases chip production and test costs. Memory triplication for
instance, which is one of the most popular fault-tolerant solutions, increases the overall
hardware to more than 300 percent.

In general, dynamic reconfiguration schemes, involving large-partition spare units,
provide easier design structures and less complicated reconfiguration circuitry, but much
higher hardware and cost overheads. In addition, larger spare partitions are more
vulnerable to the uniformly distributed random defects that usually develop in the main
and spare memory arrays during the normal operating life of the memory system. Other
redundancy levels, incorporating moderate-size spare partitions like word-line/bit-line
schemes, are effective but require complex algorithms for resolving the spare-address. In
[1] the authors discuss the effectiveness of implementing smaller spare unit
reconfiguration schemes and their impact on memory reliability in comparison with larger
spare-block utilizations.
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The STAR memory design presented in this paper implements a dynamic word (or
byte) reconfiguration where any one of the available spare words/bytes in the system
reconfiguration unit is automatically allocated to any failed word in the main memory
arrays upon hard-error detection, regardless of the physical or logical location of the
failed word/byte. The built-in STAR engine supported by the SEC-DED error detecting
/correcting hamming code enables on-line error detection, correction, fault analysis and
repair without destroying useful data stored in the memory. In addition, the use of a
single-unit reconfiguration scheme, implementing word/byte level redundancy, enables a
significantly higher reconfiguration flexibility and wider range of hard fault-pattern
recovery over other redundancy levels, while substantially reducing the overall hardware
required by the reconfiguration circuitry.

Terminology and Notation

SEC-DED Single-Error Correction - Double-Error Detection

STAR Self-Testing And Repairing

NSS non-STAR system

RSS, RNS reliability of the STAR and NSS memory system, respectively

R reliability enhancement factor; R  = [RSS - RNS] x 100%

2.    STAR-RAM  Design and System Architecture

The general design and architecture of the presented STAR-RAM with SEC-DED is
shown in Fig.1-a. The system can functionally be divided into four main parts:

 A conventional memory system comprising multiple memory arrays, row/column
address decoders, address/data buffers, latches and the memory overhead circuits
including the read/write logic, clock and power supply circuits

 The SEC-DED circuits where error detection/correction is accomplished

 The memory self-testing circuits where memory testing and repairing functions are
performed

 The reconfiguration unit where memory repair is performed

The data storage area of the system consists of ij main memory arrays, each with WL
sub-arrays and their associated row and column decoders and sense amplifiers. The main
memory array architecture is shown in Fig.1-b where each one of the WL sub-arrays
consists of the set of the corresponding-index bits of each memory word in the main array.
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Fig.1: Architecture with the STAR Engine (a) and the Memory Main Array (b)
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The use of this distributed-bit architecture significantly enhances the overall system
reliability by enabling error correction of an enormous number of fault patterns including
hard failures of entire rows, columns, or memory sub-arrays as well as row and column
decoders. The STAR memory system reconfiguration and repair is accomplished using a
single reconfiguration unit, comprising St spare words/bytes and their programmable
decoders and control circuits providing:

 Main-array repair upon hard fault detection
 Incoming address stream processing in normal read/write operations
 Storage for bad-marked addresses

 Redirection of the data bus upon accessing a faulty location

Fig. 2: The Reconfiguration Unit Programmable Decoder Circuits

The reconfiguration unit programmable decoders are implemented as shown in
Fig.2, using a registered parallel comparator array. Each comparator cell is associated
with a RAM, EPROM, or EPF cell for storing the corresponding address-bit values of
failed locations. This implementation provides rapid comparison of incoming address-
stream during read/write access, with processing time much smaller than the time required
to access a specific memory location. In opposition to the row/column and other
conventional redundancy schemes, the implemented memory repair scheme enables
simple reconfiguration algorithms for resolving the spare address. This is because spare
words are allocated regardless of the physical or logical address of the failed location in
the memory array. The block diagram of the implemented Self-Testing unit is shown in
Fig.3. The unit consists of a memory self-testing processor, that can be implemented
either by random logic, microcode, or a CPU, an address generator, data generator,
scratch memory and timing/control circuits. The self-test processor performs the various
control, read, write, and comparison operations during the self-test process.
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Fig. 3: Block Diagram of the Memory Self-Testing Unit

3.    Memory Built-In Self-Testing (BIST) and Repairing

Many memory test algorithms, depending on the required test mode and fault coverage,
can be implemented into the system [2], [3]. So far, several algorithms, specifically
designed for multiple fault-model detection and random pattern testing, have been
developed for memory testing. All test algorithms consist of a sequence of write and read
operations applied to the memory cells in the array. The memory test algorithms have
different fault coverage capabilities and test lengths. Table 1 summarizes these
characteristics [4].

The presented STAR-RAM design enables various STAR modes to be implemented
and integrated into the memory system. These modes vary in their benefits and/or
drawbacks as well as on their impact on the data and hardware reliability and memory
availability. The modes are briefly described below:

Table 1: Test Characteristics of Various Memory Test Algorithms

Test
Algorithm

Test
Length

Faults Detectable by Algorithm

Stack-at Faults Coupling Faults Restricted
PSF

Row/Col.
WSF

Mscan Test L(N) Does not detect
decoder faults

Marching
Test

L(N) All Does not detect
all single
coupling faults

Checkboard
Test

L(N) Does not detect
all decoder faults

SPSF Tests L(N) All Unidirectional

Row/Col.
Test

L(N3/2) All Unidirectional Unidirectional Unidirectional

SPSF: Static-pattern-sensitive faults,  PSF: Pattern-sensitive faults, WSF: weight-sensitive faults,
Unidirectional: Cell is sensitive to one or more fault patterns and its content is always changed.
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Full-memory STAR process at system start-up. In this mode, the entire memory is
tested upon system start-up, and all failed locations are repaired. This is particularly
essential when using volatile flag-cells in the spare reconfiguration circuits, as earlier
memory repairs are lost each time the system is shut down. This mode requires test
algorithms with relatively short test-length.

Partial-memory STAR process at host request. Upon clustered-error detection in a
certain memory block (sequential errors in adjacent words), the host initiates a STAR
process for testing a particular memory block. This however requires a dedicated system
registry in the operating system for marking the erroneous locations each time an error is
detected.

Periodic full-memory STAR process. In this mode, the entire memory is tested
periodically and newly failed locations are repaired. This eliminates the accumulation of
both soft and hard faults, resulting in enhanced data and hardware reliability but degraded
system availability.

Word-wise error STAR process. Upon error detection in a certain memory word, the
STAR engine is triggered to start a self-test and repair cycle on the particular word. This
might be the optimal implementation of STAR in systems incorporating error detection
/correction capabilities, since most memory errors can be handled by the SEC-DED
circuits. In addition, complex test algorithms can be implemented since only a single
memory location is tested.

4. STAR Implementation

     In the presented STAR-RAM design, the word-wise error STAR-process mode is
implemented. Depending on the built-in test scheme(s), predefined data patterns are
written-to and read-from the suspected location to analyse the nature of the fault by
verifying the ability of the inspected location to correctly store data. A pre-test data
transfer procedure is always initiated, where the contents of the analysed location(s) are
transferred to the scratch memory to enable data recovery after testing.

       The discrimination between soft and hard faults carried out by the BIST circuits is
based on the fact that memory locations containing hardware faults can not correctly store
some or all test patterns applied to them, in opposition to the locations containing soft
faults. Upon an error detection during normal memory read cycle, BIST circuits are
triggered and a memory testing algorithm is initiated for testing, and if necessary,
repairing the currently accessed location. The algorithm first copies the contents of the
tested location to the scratch memory so that data can later be restored, it then applies
four subsequent test patterns with interchanged adjacent-bit values in order to detect all
cell stuck-at faults and word-cells coupling faults. Finally, if free spares are available, it
repairs hard-failed locations.

When a memory word/byte is verified to have a hard fault, the first available
spare is assigned to its address. Any attempt to access this location is then sent to the
allocated spare by redirecting the memory main data-bus. If however, the fault is
determined to be a soft error, the data is corrected, rewritten to the suspected location, and
is sent to the host. This prevents the build up of soft errors in the memory, providing
highest data reliability and error-free operation of the system.
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The word-wise STAR mode can be configured so that BIST is triggered upon either
single or double error detection. Single error triggering offers better data reliability by
preventing accumulation of soft and hard errors, but it results in slower memory access
each time an error is detected as a complete word-wise test cycle is executed. In contrast,
double error BIST triggering yields faster access when single errors are detected but
reduced data reliability, as double-errors, cannot be corrected by SEC-DED circuits. In
both cases however, the memory system hardware reliability is not affected.

5.    System Reliability Analysis

A powerful approach, called ‘State-Merging and Assorted Random-Testing’ “SMART”
[5], was developed to analyse the reliability of the presented system. The vector-oriented
SMART environment is a Monte-Carlo-based simulation approach that deals with groups
of elements in systems involving huge number of identical components. This results in
substantial reduction in simulation time, and makes the approach ideal for analysing
memories, PAL’s, and similar architectures, where the conventional Monte-Carlo
approach is inapplicable.

In the SMART environment, the system is modelled in terms of a collection of
group-state vectors, where each group vector represents a series of group states in the
presence of consecutive fault-hits, and contains one or more dummy states to trap a group
and/or system failure state. During the SMART simulation, a single group-vector is
generated for one of all identical system-groups and is then linked to all these groups
resulting in a substantial reduction in the total number of generated system-vectors. A
random fault-pattern is then generated in each experiment and is mapped to the currently
simulated group vector. The vector is inspected to determine the group condition and its
impact on the current system state to decide whether it is correctable or not.

Reliability of the presented STAR-RAM was analysed and compared with that of
the NSS system (with only SEC-DED), for different systems at various time instants. The
standard one-transistor DRAM cell was used in the design and it was assumed that a
single fault anywhere in the system (except in the memory cells) i.e., bit-line sense
amplifiers, row decoders, and column decoders causes an entire system failure in both
STAR and the NSS system. The analysis has only considered double/multiple-cell failure
repair; single-bit failures in memory words are not repaired by STAR as they are
corrected by the SEC-DED unit. Large memory systems were considered in the analysis
with different memory system size (MSS), number of main arrays (MA), size of main-
arrays (MAS), total number of sub-arrays (TSA), word length (WL) and bit failure rate
(λBIT). Fig.4-a shows a 624Mbit RAM with 64 MA of 256KW each and 39 bit words
(32+7). The STAR system yielded an RSS of 0.998 at T=20000 hours while the SEC-DED
system yielded RNS=0.93 (R =6.8%). At 100000 hours of system operation, the STAR
system reliability degraded to 0.962 while the NSS system reliability degraded to 0.087
resulting in R=87.5%. Fig.4-b shows the previous system with MA increased from 64 to
128, yielding a 1.2Gbit system. The STAR system reliability figures are still significantly
higher than the corresponding SEC-DED reliability figures, with R being 13.1% at 20000
hours. It increases to 92% at 100000 hours. Fig.4-c shows the analysis of a 2.5Gbit RAM
with λBIT=1E-11 and Fig.4-d the corresponding results with λBIT increased to 1.6E-11.
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                               (a)      (b)

                                (c)        (d)

Fig.4:  Reliability Comparison of a STAR-RAM vs. Non-STAR System (a)-(d).

Clearly, the increased bit failure rate has significant impact on the NSS system while
it has only a minor effect on the STAR system. Note that in all the examined systems, the
total number of system spares is relatively small, ranging from 8 to 16. In the SEC-DED
STAR-RAM, the effect of λBIT is very minor due to the combined action of the SEC-DED
and STAR circuits. The first provides correct data for single-cell failed words while the
second repairs multiple-cell failed words that would result in a system failure in a
conventional SEC-DED system. In contrast, the rate of reliability degradation of all STAR
systems is significantly low in comparison to that of the NSS system. On the other hand,
for a given system size with a moderate bit failure rate that yields a relatively high system
reliability in an NSS system, the potential of STAR for the corresponding STAR system
decreases as the probability of development of multiple-cell hard faults becomes
significantly low. The memory word length is another important factor that considerably
degrades the NSS system reliability. As word length becomes larger, the probabilities of
double and to a less extent multiple-bit failures become higher. This also applies to sub-
array sense amplifiers as each sense amplifier failure causes an entire bit-line failure. In
the STAR memory however, this factor has no effect as long as there are available free
spares for repair.
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Table 2: System Life-Time of STAR Memory vs. NSS Memory

Memory System System Life Time for Reliability 0.9
(hours)

STAR memory NSS Memory
Fig. 4-a > 100,000 < 25,000
Fig. 4-b > 100,000 < 20,000
Fig. 4-c > 100,000 < 25,000
Fig. 4-d  100,000 < 20,000

By examining the results presented above, we can conclude that the STAR memory
system lifetime is much longer than the corresponding NSS system lifetime for all the
analysed systems. Table 2 shows that for system reliability 0.9, the minimum STAR
system lifetime is greater than 90000 hours while the SEC-DED system lifetime does not
exceed 25000 hours for all systems.

In the memory systems analysed and discussed so far, a wide range of variations in
system parameters was considered to display their overall effect on the reliability of both
SEC-DED-only system (the NSS system) and the STAR system. Since there exist a direct
correlation among all these parameters, it is difficult to precisely analyse their influence
on system reliability. However, it was concluded that one of the most important
parameters that significantly affects the NSS system reliability is the memory cell failure
rate (λBIT) for a given system size. This effect becomes much more significant for
memories without SEC-DED where their reliability is heavily degraded.

6.   Conclusions

A significant enhancement in reliability was demonstrated by the STAR system over the
non-STAR system with only a very small number of spare words in the system
reconfiguration unit. The reliability analysis of the STAR approach discussed previously
assumed the SEC-DED RAM as the basic memory system where the proposed STAR
technique is implemented. The area overhead required by the STAR circuits is mainly
governed by four parameters:

 Total size of the memory system in bits
 Total number of system spares
 Total number of chip address bits
 Built-in test algorithm(s) which consequently affect the size of BIST circuits

Based on the approximate device count of the SEC-DED RAM, the additional
hardware overhead required by the STAR circuits was less than 1 percent of the total chip
area for all the analysed systems. This is due to the very small number of spares, and
consequently to the small dimensions of the programmable decoder arrays in the main
array reconfiguration unit, required to yield optimal system reliability.

In comparison with conventional memory systems without error detection/
correction, the SEC-DED memory introduces a hardware overhead in the range 10 to 40
percent of total chip area. Compared to the SEC-DED system, the STAR memory system
performance is only affected by the frequency of occurrence of errors. The memory
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access time is increased by the test algorithm cycle length, depending on the error-weight
triggering of the BIST circuits; i.e. using single-error or double-error BIST triggering.
Since the probability of occurrence of double errors is significantly lower than the
probability of single errors, the STAR system performance can be substantially enhanced
by applying double-error triggering.

Implementation of the presented STAR-RAM system leads to an enhancement in the
reliability and availability of real-time systems. The extent of its implementation must be
determined by cost considerations involving a tradeoff between the additionally required
costs and those of the consequences of not implementing it.
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